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Peter Gaymann was born in
1950. He first worked in
social education and as an
art teacher. Since 1975 he
has worked solely as a
graphic artist and
cartoonist. Being selftaught, Gaymann
developed his own style. His
humorous cartoons with
hens, as well as those with
the species Homo sapiens,
parody the all too human
weaknesses and strengths
of everyday life. After first
appearing in magazines and
newspapers, he has had
many books published and
works as an illustrator for
books and calendars.
Gaymann is one of the most
successful and popular
cartoonists in Germany.
Many of his books have
become bestsellers,
attaining cult status among
their readers.

Peter Gaymann is 60 years old! We congratulate him with a
special anniversary volume: 240 pages with the finest,
funniest, and most pointed cartoons from thirty years of his
work. Hens in a losing-weight craze, obstreperous cats,
human couples with large and small problems, wine
connoisseurs and the newly in love, travelers in Italy, and
other contemporaries – Peter Gaymann has known them all,
and has lovingly immortalized them all in his cartoons.
Press
“Whether hens or pigs – Peter Gaymann's trademark is the
symbiosis of satire and endearing humor.” Süddeutsche
Zeitung
"His wit is dry, his pen sharp, irreverent and colourful." Bonner
Generalanzeiger
Also available:
Pizza, Pasta, Panna Cotta [Pizza, Pasta, Panna Cotta], 2009
Jacke wie Bluse [Jacket or Blouse, No Matter], 2009
Herzklopfen [Heartbeats], 2009
Italien, amore mio! [Italy, amore mio!], 2008
Peter Gaymanns Katzen [Peter Gaymann’s Cats], 2007
Saumäßig verliebt [Head over Heels in Love], 2007
Peter Gaymanns Liebesglück [Peter Gaymann’s Love Happiness], 2007
Peter Gaymanns Weinlese [Peter Gaymann’s Wine Harvest], 2007
Papa ist fertig [Daddy is Finished], 2006
Peter Gaymanns Wellness-Hühner [Wellness Hens], 2004
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